
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

RAYSTAR ATS RS4
CAUTION
*This product is suggested for 18 year-old users or older.
*Always wear goggles when using this product.
*Read the entire manual to ensure proper usage.
*Incorrect use may cause injury or death.
*Never point the muzzle at a person or object that you do not intend to shoot.
*Do not adjust the motor without authorization or by a certified technician.
*Buyers and users must comply with the laws and regulations defined  by the local authority.

FIRING MODE & SAFETY

Safety On /  The gun will not fire. Semi Auto /  Single shot. Full Auto /  Automatic firing.

CRANE STOCK ADJUSTMENT

INSTALLING THE BATTERY

SETTING MAGAZINE

F/R SIGHT

CHARGING HANDLE & HOP-UP ADJUSTMENT

Selector LeverHandguard

QR Hider

Flash Magazine

Grip

Stock

Front Sight

Rear Sight

Press the release lever to adjust 
the position of the stock.

6 positions

1.Push the S-Lock up. 2.Press the release lever to the end. 3.Pull out the stock.

Press the two side buttoms. Pull out the stock base. Insert the battery into the stock or 
extra chamber which depends on
different battery size.

Put on stock base.

1.Open the top plate.
2.Load BBs into the chamber and close

 the plate when the chamber is full.

Flip the pull plate down. Pull the plate down 3 times. Insert the magazine into the airsoft
 gun until clicks into place.

1.Open top plate when take out.
2.Push the clip.

Place the F/R sight onto the rail. Close the top plate to fix the position.
*Always keep in fix position while using.

Flip F/R sight up/ down.

Pulling the charging handle to take
 the bolt back and open the port cover.

Don't catch your fingers in the dummy bolt.
Never hold the gun sideways as the BB pellets
 will curve right or left.

CLICK

Pull Plate

Pull the wire set from the stock and
 connect battery until it clicks.

Turn to Hop

Turn to Normal

HANDGUARD
QR HIDER

QUICK RELEASE DEVICES IN STOCK, F/R SIGHT, HANDGUARD, QR HIDER

Push the buttom forward to the end. Pull out the handguard.
Slide on the QR hider to your

 preferred length. The QR hider
 must cover over half the inner
 barrel to mount securely.

Rotate the QR hider to securely mount 
the  QR hider. The loose middle piece 
uses tension to tighten the QR hider,
 rotate it to the position you want the
 QR hider to be mounted.

Turn to tight

Turn to loose


